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CALL REPORT: PUBLICDocument's Author: Ron Haron/ARRB Date Created: 01/17/97 The Players Who initiated 

the call? Review Board's representative in the call: Ron HaronPublic's representative in the call: Frank 

RaganoDescription of the Call Date: 01/17/97Subject: Confirming Deposition DatesSummary of the Call:I 

confirmed that Mr. Ragano would be available for deposition on February 10 and 11 in Washington, D.C. I 

reviewed with Mr. Ragano the details for travel arrangements in order for him to coordinate his trip with his 

February 5-6 interview with the Discovery Channel. Mr. Ragano is making his travel plans accordingly (I will 

coordinate with Tracy on what we need to do). I also reviewed with Mr. Ragano the categories of documents 

we want him to bring (notes, resume, other interviews, etc.). Ragano said he would fax a listing of all television 

programs he has done, and we can then determine which ones we want to review (one is a Frontline piece 

that was done by Jack Neufield and Charlie Stewart in 1992 on Ragano). Ragano confirmed that he had spoken 

with Robert Blakey on a number of occasions by phone over a period of several months, probably in 1992. This 

underscores that we must talk to Blakey and get whatever notes he made of his conversations and get his 

impressions (I can call Blakey if appropriate). (As an aside-- Blakey testified against Ragano in Ragano's libel 

suit against Time magazine; Blakey's phone conversations with Ragano started after they met in connection 

with their appearance on a television program). I told Mr. Ragano that we would get back to him early next 

week to firm up arrangements for the deposition. Don't forget to compose individual Action Item documents 

for any action items that resulted from the call!
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